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Editor�s Desk

�The pathway  from Information to Knowledge and from Knowledge to

Wisdom is to be trekked relentlessly to remain up-to-date�

  That exactly is the mission of   Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL):
To empower  the readers  with  the latest updates from areas  most relevant
to the work and life of  professionals � scientists, engineers, managers,
elite public, innovation masters�..

At EKL we are well aware of the  struggles the executives go through
to remain in touch with the churnings taking place in their domains of
operation. Disruptive  Technologies (courtesy: Clayton M. Christensen,
Harvard Business School ) with their power  to dethrone existing
businesses,   often raze organisations  to ground, if they have not properly
set their technology / management radars.

In each issue of  EKL we present one or two chosen topics in limelight
in technology or management arenas. They may be topics of varied
interests,  classified under categories like �Advantech� meaning Advanced
Technology, �Technologies in Horizon,� �Demystification,�  �General,� etc.
with   authentic details  in the most simple form for all to assimilate. We
also take special care to make sure that  the information  is as  current  as
possible. However, in this era of  rapid developments, no area remains
static. They forge ahead, absorbing new innovations and trends surfacing
every now and then. Our commitment to you, esteemed readers, doesn�t
end with just an article. We mean something beyond this � to handhold
you right through, by refuelling with  news about the latest happenings
in areas of contemporary relevance. In other words, it would be our
endeavour to keep you well informed always about the topics we
consciously select for  these columns. Some such topics we have already
covered include WiMAX,  Nanotechnology, Artificial Kidney, COBOL,
Blog, Diesel Cars, Internet Protocol TV, Carbon Trading, Legal Process,
Coconut Oil, ATMs, Turmeric, Cocoa, Virtual Water, B-Schools
Accreditation, Solar Energy etc..

 With this purpose in view, we are  starting a new column �Knowledge

Updates� to report subsequent developments � to keep you abreast of
developments, with our unique presentation model of knowledge capsules,
respecting your value for time and attention.

Trivandrum  N. T. Nair
01 May �06 e-mail: ntnair@gmail.com
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General

Wishing goodnight may be to
wish a sound sleep in the night. But
for many, it remains a wish only. A
good night�s sleep is an integral
component of physical and
emotional health. Unfortunately,
insomnia, or lack of sleep, is often
a part of modern life and can be
associated with limiting, next-day
consequences that include:
�Tendency to make more
mistakes and errors
�Decreased ability to accomplish
daily tasks
�Increased difficulty getting along
with others

Sleep is as essential for human
and animal well-being as food and
water. Sleep affects our daily
functioning and our physical and
mental health in many ways that
we are just beginning to
understand.

After infancy, humans function
the way the world turns � on a
natural daily cycle that repeats
itself every 24 hours in the
circadian rhythm. Most adults
sleep for six to eight hours, usually
at night and without interruption.
A few nights of poor sleep do us no
harm, but prolonged insomnia can

have serious consequences.
Insomnia is one of the most
commonly reported health
problems: About one in three
people encounters sleep problems
in a given year, and women are
affected twice as often as men.
Because sleep patterns change with
age, most sleep problems are
reported by the elderly.

Insomnia can be described in
terms of both duration and severity.
Transient insomnia is associated
with a temporary disturbance of
one's normal sleeping pattern �
caused, perhaps, by travel or
relocation � and usually lasts no
more than a few nights. Short-term
insomnia, lasting two or three
weeks, can accompany worry or
stress and typically disappears when
the apparent cause is resolved.
Chronic insomnia is a more
complex problem with potentially
serious effects, including immune
disorders: When people are
deprived of sleep over long periods,
the body's production of natural
killer cells � an important part of
the immune system � becomes
suppressed, potentially lowering
resistance to disease.

Inevitable Part of Modern Lif
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Causes of Insomnia
Insomnia may be caused by

physical illness, a stress-filled
lifestyle, excessive caffeine
consumption, or chronic pain; or
it may simply be the result of poor
sleeping habits, such as napping
during the day and going to bed at
irregular hours. It is often linked to
alcohol or drug abuse and to
certain medications.
Psychological factors alone
account for about half of all
insomnias evaluated by sleep
therapists. For example,
stress brought on by
situations like a troubled
marriage, a chronically ill
child, or an unrewarding job
can disrupt sleep. Depression
is one of the most common
causes of insomnia, and
people with anxiety,
schizophrenia, and other
psychiatric disorders may
also sleep poorly.

Certain physical illnesses
interfere with sleep, especially
disorders of the heart, lungs,
kidneys, liver, pancreas, and
digestive system. Other important
physical causes include heartburn,
chronic pain, and breathing
disorders, such as sleep apnea.
Insomnia often accompanies
menopause, when sleep is disrupted
by hot flashes or night sweats.
Abnormal blood sugar levels can
cause people suffering from
diabetes or low blood sugar to wake

up during the night.
Some habits and lifestyles which

may impede the sleep pattern are:
�Sedentary behavior and keeping

an erratic schedule
�Over-consumption of caffeine,

alcohol and other stimulants and
depressants
�Over-the-counter drugs and

prescription medications
�Accidental or deliberate misuse

of sleeping pills
�Use of electric blankets

Many illnesses are disturbing
enough to the body that the normal
sleep pattern is disrupted. Among
them is the mysterious ailment
called Restless Leg Syndrome
(RLS). Sufferers describe an
unpleasant, creepy-crawly
sensation when they lie still,
causing an irresistible urge to move
their limbs, even during sleep.
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A common cluster of causes
known as Circadian Rhythm
disorders includes jet lag and shift-
work sleep disorder. Airplane travel
over several time zones disrupts the
body's biological clock, which may
not adjust itself to the time change
for several days. An irregular work
schedule or changing from day
work to a night shift can also cause
insomnia until a person adjusts to
the new sleep pattern; some people
never adjust completely.
Environmental factors such as
temperature, humidity, noise, light,
and stale air can cause insomnia or
reduce the quality of sleep, even
when they don't actually keep you
awake.
Circadian Rhythm

 Circadian rhythms are regular
changes in mental and physical
characteristics that occur in the
course of a day. Most circadian
rhythms are controlled by the
body's biological "clock" called the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)
containing about 20,000 neurons.
The SCN rests in a part of the brain
called the hypothalamus, just
above the point where the optic
nerves cross. Light that reaches

photoreceptors in the retina (a
tissue at the back of the eye) creates
signals that travel along the optic
nerve to the SCN.

By depriving people of light and
other external time cues, scientists
have learned that most people's
biological clocks work on a 25-hour
cycle rather than a 24-hour one.
But because sunlight or other
bright lights can reset the SCN, our
biological cycles normally follow
the 24-hour cycle of the sun, rather
than our innate cycle. Circadian
rhythms can be affected to some
degree by almost any kind of
external time cue, such as the
beeping of your alarm clock, the
clatter of a garbage truck, or the
timing of your meals.

Many people with total
blindness experience life-long
sleeping problems because their
retinas are unable to detect light.
These people have a kind of
permanent jet lag and periodic
insomnia because their circadian
rhythms follow their innate cycle
rather than a 24-hour one.

[Will be continued
in the next issue -Editor]

Great spirits have always encountered
violent opposition from mediocre minds

�Einstein
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Knowledge Updates

To brush up your memory:

Nanotechnology is an emerging
science in which new materials and
tiny structures are built atom-by-
atom, or molecule-by-molecule,
instead of the more conventional
approach of making parts from
readily available materials. Nano is
a prefix meaning one-billionth, so
a nanometer is one-billionth of a
meter.

The possible areas for
application of nanotechnology
include:

�The creation of entirely new
materials with superior strength,
electrical conductivity, resistance
to heat and other properties.
�Microscopic machines for a
variety of uses, including probes
that could be injected into the body
for medical diagnostics and repair.
�A new class of ultra-small, super-
powerful computers and other
electronic devices, including
spacecraft.
�A technology in which biology
and electronics are merged, creating

It is a fact that in every facet of human activity continuous changes
are taking place - be it in workplace or home or elsewhere. The major
prime-mover is technology properly harnessed by innovative management
practices. Keeping pace with the new  trends that are emerging,  is a
real challenge. Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL) attempts to help you
to cope up with these changes through  its humble efforts, which, we
admit in all humility, are, of course, minuscule compared to the mammoth
volume of  knowledge that is generated every moment. 

 Still, we continue to serve our readers -  through a handholding
process. When we select and write about a new topic, we present the
state-of-the-art as of then. But, as is well known, no technology or
management practice is static. They continue to evolve  and it is our
endeavour to track  all new developments and report them in a nutshell
form, in line with our mission.  Here we begin our new column to address
this need - to keep you continuously updated on each of the topics we
have carefully selected for our columns in EKL.

[Appeared in  Jan.�06  issue of  EKL]  
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�gene chips� that instantly detect food-
borne contamination, dangerous
substances in the blood or chemical

warfare agents in the air.
�Artificial organs.

Nanofluids �

For excellent heat transfer 
 By suspending nanoparticles

in water or other liquids, Professor
Richard Williams and Dr Yulong 
Ding of the University of Leeds,
have created �nanofluids� which
can transfer heat up to 400% faster
than other liquids. In a central
heating system, nanofluids could
increase efficiency without the
need to use a more powerful pump,
thereby saving energy and
providing major environmental
benefits.

The fluids could open the door to
the next generation of computers, by
overcoming one of the main
limitations on developing smaller
microchips: rapid heat dissipation.

During critical surgery,
nanofluids could be used to cool
the brain so that it requires less
oxygen, thereby enhancing the
patient�s chance of survival and
reducing the risk of brain damage.

 A particularly exciting
potential application would be for 
cancer treatment.

Here  iron-based nanoparticles
are used as delivery vehicles for
drugs or radiation by  guiding  the
particles up the bloodstream to a
tumor with magnets. It would allow
doctors to deliver high local doses
of drugs or radiation without
damaging nearby healthy tissue,
which is a significant side effect of
traditional cancer treatment
methods.

Another application  would  use
a nanofluid to cool miniaturized high
heat-flux devices such as supercomputer
circuits and high-power microwave
tubes. A nanofluid coolant could flow
through tiny passages in the system
without the need for wide cooling
channels.

Huge reductions in heating bills,
safer surgery and the next generation
of miniaturised computers are among
the potential benefits of this new
nanotechnology.  

The researchers are talking to
industrial partners about moving
towards large-scale production.

[For details:
www.nanofactory.org.uk]

�A mathematician is a machine for turning
coffee into theorems�
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In all probability  you would have

experienced it some time in life!

When you were waiting for a
bus for a long time, some didn�t stop
and then a crowded bus stopped
before you and you chose to skip
it. Then comes the next, equally
bad. After some more waiting, the
third one comes a little worse than
the previous two. You decide that,
the situation is not improving, but
worsening only and you board that
bus. When you are in, you see the
next one, almost empty, overtaking
your bus in seconds. How
frustrated you would be, for not
being patient enough!

Next time, you light up a
cigarette after a gruelling wait for
a bus or car or train. Behold, the
devil you were waiting for is just in

front of you. You are forced
to throw away the cigarette.
Frustration No.2.

You were watching
everyday the advertisement
of some favourite home
equipment you wanted. The
cost and its technical merits
were studied for several
months. Then you decided
on one and you make the
buy. In a few days, you find
that a better one at lesser
cost has landed in the

market. Hope you didn�t feel better
that day.

Think of Fetridge�s Law of
Frustration, and you will have
peace of mind. After all, that is a
law you cannot bypass!!!

[Sourced by: VKD]

Golden Rules of

 Jack Welch
{Former Chief Executive of GE}
�Control your destiny, or some
one else will.
�Face reality as it is, not as you
wish it were.
�Be candid with every one.
�Don�t manage,  lead.
�Change before you have to.
� If you don�t have a
competitive advantage, don�t

compete.

Management
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General

Lab tests suggest that a wide
variety of plants emit substantial
quantities of the potent greenhouse
gas methane in significant
quantities.  Methane, like carbon
dioxide, traps heat in Earth's
atmosphere. Scientists have been
studying natural sources of
methane for decades but hadn't
pegged plants as a producer, notes
Frank Keppler, a geochemist at the
Max Planck Institute for Nuclear
Physics in Heidelberg, Germany.
Previously recognized sources of
methane include bacterial action
in the digestive systems of
ruminants such as cows and in the
saturated soils of swamps and rice
paddies. Now, Keppler and his
colleagues find that plants, from
grasses to trees, may also be sources
of the greenhouse gas. It is felt
really surprising because most
scientists assumed that methane

production requires an oxygen-free
environment.

In experiments, the team
scrutinized the gaseous emissions of
a variety of plants and their debris
at normal atmospheric oxygen
concentrations. A gram of dried
plant material, such as fallen leaves,
released up to 3 nanograms of
methane per hour when the
temperature was about 30°C. Each
10°C rise above that temperature,
up to 70°C, caused the emission
rate to approximately double.

Living plants growing at their
normal temperatures generated
even larger quantities of methane,
as much as 370 ng per gram of plant
tissue per hour. Methane emission
more than tripled when the plants,
either living or dead, were exposed
to sunlight.

The team's experiments took
place in sealed chambers with a
well-oxygenated atmosphere, so it
is unlikely that bacteria that thrive
without oxygen generated the
methane, says Keppler.
Experiments on plants that were
grown in water rather than in soil
also resulted in methane emissions,

A Breakthrough Finding
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another strong sign that the gas
came from the plants and not soil
microbes.

From their data, the researchers
estimate that the world's plants
generate more than 150 million
metric tons of methane each year,
or about 20 percent of what
typically enters the atmosphere.
One reason that scientists hadn't
considered plants as a source of the
gas is that the laws of
thermodynamics don't favor
methane production in an oxygen-
rich environment. However, Lowe
notes, many plants produce volatile
hydrocarbons that contribute to
haze and smog.

The Keppler team's results may
partially explain the large methane
plumes recently observed over

some tropical forests by Earth-
orbiting satellites, says John B.
Miller, an atmospheric scientist at
the Earth System Research
Laboratory in Boulder, Colo.
Although such plumes are
unsurprising during the rainy
season, when methane-producing
soil microbes are most active, they
also appeared during the dry
season.

The new findings will probably
spur researchers to revise their
models of where and how methane
is generated as well as their
interpretations of the gas'
concentrations measured in
ancient ice cores.
[For details:www.sciencenews.org,
www.nature.com/nature]
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Health

(Extract from the speech delivered

by Lord Ampthin, Governor of

Madras, on the occasion of the

inauguration of the King�s Institute of

Preventive Medicine in Madras in

February 1905)
It is also very probable, so

Colonel King assured me, that the
ancient Hindus used animal
vaccination secured by
transmission of the smallpox virus,
through the cow and he bases this
interesting theory on a quotation
from a writing by Dhanwanthari,
the greatest of the ancient Hindu
physicians, which is so striking and
so appropriate to the present
occasion. But I must take the

liberty of reading it to you. It is as
follows:

�Take the fluid of the pox in the
udder of the cow, or on the arm
between the shoulder and the
elbow of a human subject on the
point of a lancet, and lance with it
the arm between the shoulder and
the elbow until the blood appears;
then mixing the fluid with the
blood the fever of the smallpox will
be produced.�

This is vaccination pure and
simple. It would seem from it that
Jenner�s great discovery was
actually forestalled by the ancient
Hindus.

I cannot refrain from
mentioning yet
another of Colonel
King�s interesting
discoveries which is
that the modern
plague policy of
execution and
disinjection is not a bit
different from the
enjoined in ancient
Hindu Sastras.
(Source :
Bharathiya

Sastramanjusha,
Vol. 2)
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Since 1956 the Tetra Pack has
been in use as an effective packing
for many consumer items
throughout the world.

The Tetra Pack was invented by
Ruben Rausing who was born in
1895 in Raus, near Helsingborg,
Sweden. In 1920, while studying at
Columbia University in New York
he gained an impression of the
rapid urbanisation and its
consequences for grocery
distribution. Back in Sweden
Ruben Rausing started the
packaging company Åkerlund &
Rausing with Erik Åkerlund.
Ruben Rausing took responsibility
for the ideas and the
management of the
company. The new
company had to
struggle for its survival.
After Erik Åkerlund
left in spring 1933
Ruben Rausing was
sole owner of the
company. Ruben
Rausing started to
build up a packaging
industry, which
c o n s i d e r a b l y
contributed to the

restructuring of Swedish retailing,
a modernisation, which led to self-
service, convenience shopping and
supermarkets. A primary objective
was to replace bulk selling of
unpacked goods with consumer
adapted packaging for flour, sugar
and salt. Another product, which
was both perishable and demanded
a lot of management, was milk.
How could bulk milk and the
unpractical glass bottle be
replaced?

The brilliant idea of applying
the tetrahedral form to packaging
came up from a coworker, and
Ruben Rausing had the insight,

The Packing Revolution

General
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courage and will to back the idea.
Answers had to be found to the
questions of how the packaging
would be formed, filled and sealed,
and what packaging material would
be able to provide fluid-tight
packaging. There was no prior
experience to build upon.
However, the issue was solved by
designing a six-sided basket for 18
packs. That became his first patent,
to be followed by many more.
Attention continued to revolve
around milk packaging, and several
of the company�s staff were
engaged with the problem for some
time. They started to investigate
the possibilities of creating a
packaging of cylindrical form. Out
of those attempts grew a
geometrical figure � a tetrahedron.

The idea of forming, filling and
sealing packaging from a paper tube
has been attributed to Ruben
Rausing. This means that the whole
process could take place without
interruption, if the paper web is
continuously formed into a
cylinder, which is then fed with
fluid using a measuring device. The
big Problem was to obtain
the correct amount in
each packaging unit
because milk foamed
upon filling. But, Rausing
made a cylinder, filled it
with milk and separated
away a number of
tetrahedrons using hot

sealing clamps.
The idea of the continuous

filling process was created, but
there was not yet any filling
machine. A machine that certainly
was designed to work from roller
and tube, but still filling one
packaging unit at a time. The
concept was never realised, but the
idea that forming and filling should
take place in a continuous process
lingered. Production and sealing
should be possible by means of pairs
of jaws angled against each other
and mounted on drive chains.

In September 1952 the first Tetra Pack
machine was delivered to Lundaortens
Mejeriförening, (Lund Dairy Association).
In November of the same year the dairy
started to sell cream in one-decilitre
tetrahedron formed packages.

Ruben Rausing

Tetra Pack machine
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Work continued with the idea of a
chain driven machine and asserted
that this way the design would be
considerably simpler. To
demonstrate the function a simple
prototype model was made. The
moving parts comprised cogwheels
and bicycle chains on which
wooden sealing jaws were affixed.
Four months after the
demonstration the first machine
was ready. In order to keep the
timeframe the machine
components were manufactured at
a number of smaller engineering
companies during the summer
months.

The main responsibility for
materials development was taken
up when Tetra Pak�s own factory

was ready late in autumn 1956.
One conceivable material was

polythene coated on paper. Paper
had to be rigid but formable at the
same time with proper thickness
not to give out smell or taste. A
laminating technique had been
developed, that could be the best
possible protection for fluid filling
adapted to withstand damp and
moisture.

It took nearly ten years until a
feasible material could be produced
on a large scale for the production
of tetra pack. Ruben Rausing
summarised the extent of the
problem as: �Doing something that
nobody else has done before is
actually quite hard.�

He worked by day
And toiled by night
He gave up play
And some delight
Dry books he read
New things to learn
And forged ahead
Success to earn
He plodded on with
Faith and pluck
And when he won
Men called it luck.
                   [Sourced by: Hema]

Luck?
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Indian form of
counting in powers of ten
up to a crore is familiar
to all of us. A crore is the
seventh power of ten. In
ancient India, above a
crore, there was a system
of counting as multiples
of 100, for each next
entity. Thus, counting
went up to the 31st power
of ten. The system can be
summarized as follows:
Counting in fractions in
different entities was also
well founded. The
smallest among them is
�Athisaaram� which is 1/
(45x45x3x35x30x
1 0 0 x 2 5 x 3 2 0 x 3 2 0
x320x320x2x2x
2x2x2x2x5).

(Source : Bharathiya
Sastramanjusha, Vol. 1)

100 crores = 1 great crore
100 great crores = 1 vittham
100 vitthams = 1 great vittham
100 great vitthams = 1 kumudam
100 kumudams = 1great kumudam
100 great kumudams = 1 padmam
100 padmams = 1 great padmam
100 great padmams = 1 ocean
100 oceans = 1 great ocean
100 great oceans = 1 flood
100 floods = 1 great flood
100 great floods = 1 vellam (water)

45 athisaarams = 1 saaram
45 saarams = 1 athyalpam
3 athyalpams = 1 alpam
35 alpams = a athithalpam
30 athithalpams = 1 thalparatha
100 thalparathas = 1 athinudappam
25 athinudappams = 1 nudappam
320 nudappams = 1 third munthiri
320 third munthiris = 1 second munthiri
320 second munthiris = 1 first munthiri
320 first munthiris = 1 melmunthiri
2 melmunthiris = 1 arakkaani
2 arakkaani = 1 kaani
2 kaanis = 1 arama
2 aramas = 1 oruma
2 orumas = 1 iruma
2 irumas = 1 nanma
5 nanmas = 1 (one)

Table of  Fractions
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It is estimated that  about
40,000 people in the United States
need a heart from a compatible
donor, but only 2,200 donor hearts
become available each year; hence
there is a great need for mechanical
devices that can keep patients alive
during the wait for transplantation.
The situation is similar in other
parts of  the world as well.
Researchers are continuously
working on devices to meet this
requirement and Ventricular Assist
Device  (VAD) is a solution
currently popular.

 VAD  is a battery-operated
mechanical system consisting of a
blood pump and a control unit used
for temporary support of blood
circulation. It helps to decrease the
workload of the heart while
maintaining adequate blood flow
and blood pressure.

 VAD,  a temporary life-
sustaining device,  is  designed to
take over function of  either or both
of the heart�s ventricles.   The
ventricles are responsible for
pumping blood through the lungs
and out to the body.    They are
used when the heart muscle is

damaged and needs to rest in order
to heal, or when blood flow from
the heart is inadequate.     Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) of
U.S. has  approved in 2002,  the
use of one type of  VAD as a form
of permanent treatment for
patients who are ineligible for a
heart transplant. VADs can also be
used as a bridge in patients awaiting
heart transplantation or in patients
whose bodies have rejected a
transplanted heart.

Types of patients  who may
benefit  from a VAD:

�Who  underwent heart surgery
but cannot be weaned from the
heart lung machine

Mechanical Device for Temporary

Support  of  Heart

Health
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�Those with severe
inflammation of the heart
muscle (myocarditis)

�Who have suffered a
massive heart attack and
have no other options

�Suffering from organ
rejection after a  heart
transplant

�With an infection in
the heart wall that does not
respond to conventional
treatment

�Awaiting a donor
heart and need the VAD
as a �bridge to
transplantation�

� Not candidates for heart
transplantation because of
advanced age, kidney disease or
chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease

If the patient is a candidate for
a heart transplant, a successful
VAD transplant may allow him or
her to continue treatment at home.

The goal of this extended support
is to survive the wait for a donor
organ. As many as 5% of patients
with implanted VADs may recover
an adequate level of heart muscle
function, however, and avoid the
need for a heart transplant.

VADs are used in patients who
have not benefited from other
forms of treatment for heart

disease. In order to evaluate a
patient's eligibility for a VAD, the
doctor will use cardiac
catheterization to demonstrate
poor cardiac function and make
pressure measurements of the
chambers in the patient's heart.
Blood samples are drawn in order
to measure the levels of blood cells
and electrolytes in the patient's
circulation. Monitoring of the
heart includes an
electrocardiogram (ECG) as well

A new type of artificial heart device,
in which the only moving part is
suspended in an electromagnetic field and
does not touch any other part, has been
implanted in a 67-year-old man in Greece
recently. It is smaller, expected to last
longer and to cause fewer clotting
problems than similar devices.

 The device, called the WorldHeart
rotary ventricular assist device, was
developed in Utah and is made by
WorldHeart Corp., based in Oakland,
Calif.
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as measurements of arterial and
venous blood pressures.

After a   VAD is implanted by a
cardiothoracic surgeon,  the
patient is monitored in an intensive
care unit (ICU) with follow-up
laboratory studies and  will remain
in the hospital for at least five to
seven days. A breathing tube may
be left in place until the patient is
awake and able to breathe
comfortably. Anticoagulant (blood
thinning) medications are given to
prevent the formation of blood
clots, and antibiotics are given to
prevent infections.

Although VADs were first
developed in the 1960s, it took

almost 20 years of clinical
experimentation before they were
put into general use. Since then,
VADs have continued to increase
in sophistication, becoming smaller
and more efficient. Today, studies
have shown that patients on VADs
who are awaiting heart transplant
may be successfully weaned off the
VAD without a transplant. This is
possible because the VAD allows
the heart to rest, enabling it to
regain function. In addition, a
permanent model has been
approved by the U.S. Food & Drug
Administration for use in some
terminally ill patients not eligible
for heart transplantation. This

Hot Weather during Infancy is a Cause

As per  a study reported  in the American Journal of Epidemiology,
people who were born during hot, dry years seem to have higher blood
pressures.

 Animal studies suggest that severe dehydration in infancy results
in greater sodium retention and a taste for salty foods throughout life,
according to  Dr. Debbie A. Lawlor, of the University of Bristol, UK,
and colleagues.

To investigate the link between climate conditions in infancy and
adult blood pressure, Lawlor's group evaluated 3964 randomly selected
UK women born in the early 20th century. The researchers found that
those who experienced the hottest and driest summers in the first year
of life were more likely to have suffered severe infant diarrhoea and
dehydration than those who experienced cooler and wetter summers.

Also, a high average summer temperature in the first year of life
correlated with a higher systolic blood pressure   in adulthood.
Conversely, higher average summer rainfall was linked to a lower adult
systolic blood pressure.
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permanent support is also called
destination therapy. Clinical trials
demonstrated that destination
therapy doubled the one�year
survival rate of patients with end�
stage heart failure, as compared to
drug treatment.

Nevertheless, there are
significant side effects associated
with VADs, including blood
infection and blood clots, and
many patients are not suitable

candidates for VADs. Researchers
are continually working to develop
new and better models to address
these concerns.

Water is one of the basic
constituent elements of the human
body. This medium has been in use
in therapeutics from very ancient
times. According to Fr. Kneip, the
renowned German water-cure
specialist, and other experts, water
is a universal healer with immense
capabilities.

Stress Reliever for Busybodies

  In addition, a new VAD was
recently developed that can be
used in children and smaller
patients. These new VADs raise
the hope that children awaiting a
donor heart can experience the
same benefits as adults.
[Courtesy: www.surgery.slu.edu ]

Application of water
has many therapeutic
effects:
�Removes and eliminates
impurities in the blood
�Helps maintain hydration
of the body and blood
circulation
�Regains and retains the
strength and vitality of the
body
�Helps in proper secretion
of body fluids

�Aids digestion and prevents
constipation
�Improves skin condition
�Maintains the flexibility of joints
�Equalizes body temperature
�It is a pain killer

Back pain, hypertension,
occupational health hazards etc are
some of the major ailments faced
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by busy personnel doing stressful
jobs � in industries, business, IT
fields etc. It is reported that early
incidence of BP, eye problems (such
as fatigue, blurred vision, dry eyes
etc), repetitive strain injuries etc
are very common even among
young executives working in
computer field and it is reaching
epidemic proportions.

Water is being used in several
ways to circumvent some of these
health issues. Spinal bath is one of
the applications of water to give
substantial benefits to stressed up
executives and other busy bodies.
It is a tonic for the nervous system.

(Hydrotherapy, Spinal Bath etc are explained here for general awareness

only. It is advised that experts may be consulted before going ahead with self

treatment based on the details above � EKL )

The bath is taken in a tub
specially designed for the purpose.
The best way to do it is illustrated
in the diagram. Fill the spinal bath
tub with cold water to a depth of
about 5cm. Lie in the tub, keeping
the feet outside, for 15 to 20
minutes. Afterwards a head bath
is to be taken.

Spinal Bath, is found to
stimulate the spinal nerves, helps
to maintain the blood pressure and
also in regulating the moods like
anxiety, depression, fatigue,
irritation etc. It is refreshing for the
healthy too.
[For details:stylus@sancharnet.in]

Everybody on earth dies and goes to heaven. God comes and says
�I want the men to make two lines. One line for the men who
dominated their women on earth and the other line for the men who
were dominated by their women. Also, I want all the women to go
with St Peter.� Said and done; the next time The Lord looked, the
women are gone and there are two lines. The line of the men who
dominated by their women was 100 miles long, and in the line of men
who dominated their women, there was only one man. The Lord got
mad and said, �You men should be ashamed of yourselves. I created
you in my image and you were all whipped by your mates. Look at the
only one of my sons that stood up and made me proud. Learn from
him! Tell them my son, how did you manage to be the only one in this
line?� And the man replied, �I don�t know, my wife told me to stand
here� [DSR]
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Broadband over Power Lines
(BPL) or Power Line Communi-
cations (PLC) is a recent and
rapidly evolving technology,
addressing the utilisation of the
electricity power lines for the
transmission of data. BPL can
provide a multitude of new
Information Society services � both
in the energy and telecom domains
- to residential and commercial
users that are difficult or costly to
implement through other
technologies. It utilizes electricity
power lines for the high-speed
transmission of data and voice
services. BPL systems are designed
to deliver Internet services using
medium voltage power lines as the
distribution medium and generally
use the frequency range between
1.7 and 80 MHz. It uses the RF
signal sent over the distribution
medium to allow end users to
connect to the Internet. The RF
signal is modulated with digital
information that is converted by an
interface in the home or small
business into Ethernet compatible
data. BPL is intended as another
residential broadband technology
similar to DSL and Cable.

In the early stage, BPL was
never seriously thought of as a
communication medium due to its
initial shortcomings like low speed,
low functionality and high
development cost. But in recent
times, new modulation techniques
supported by technological
advances have finally enabled
power line communications to
become a realistic and practical
means of communication.
Considerable developments in BPL
technology were seen in the late
80s and early 1990s, which resulted
in high speed, broadband
communications over middle level
and low voltage media yielding
extraordinary market oppor-
tunities.

The universal access of power
lines to almost every household and
small business positions BPL as a
competitor for broadband access.
Over the last 3-5 years, more than
30 power companies in the United
States have undertaken market
trials and now some companies are
offering commercial broadband
Internet service using BPL. BPL got
further boost from the recent FCC
decision adopting rules to

AdvanTech
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encourage development of BPL
while safeguarding licensed radio
services against interference.

How it works?
With BPL, a computer can be

connected to an electrical outlet in
the home and instantly have access
to high-speed Internet. By
combining the technological
principles of radio, wireless
networking, and modems,
developers have created a way to
send data over power lines and into
homes at speeds between 500
kilobits and 3 megabits per second.
By providing high-speed data
transmission between all of the
electrical plugs in a house, all kinds
of common household appliances
can be networked and configured
for some interesting applications.

BPL works by modulating high-
frequency radio signal with the
digital data to be transmitted. This

radio signal is then sent down the
copper medium (power lines) in a
band of frequencies not used for
the purposes of supplying electricity
and managing electricity. This RF
signal travel along the wires and
enter into subscribers' homes and
businesses. Such signal cannot pass
through a transformer. This
requires devices that combine the
voice and data signals with the low-
voltage supply current in the local
transformer stations to bridge the
last mile. In the house, indoor
adapters are used in order to filter
out the voice and data signals and
to feed them to the various
applications (e.g. PC/Internet,
telephone, etc.).

The frequencies and the
modulation schemes used, greatly
influence both the efficiency and
the speed of the BPL service. Like
other broadband technologies, BPL
requires the use of a high capacity

Broadband Network through Power Line
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backbone network such as fibre or
leased lines, located at power sub-
stations. The broadband can be
brought into the home from the
electric pole by two methods. One
method is to use a wireless device
located on the power line to
broadcast a radio signal containing
the data with a receiver located in
the home. The second method is
to allow the modulated signal enter
into the home through power line
and making any devices with BPL
connection to be plugged in
anywhere in the home.

There are three major
categories of BPL:
� In-building BPL: Electrical
wiring in a building is used to
network computers inside.
Ordinary AC power wiring is

converted into data
and multimedia net-
work and it offers a
data transfer rate of
14Mbps.
�Access BPL:  It uses
electrical distribution
lines, overhead or
underground, to pro-
vide broadband Inter-
net access to homes
and businesses.
�Control BPL: It
operates below 500
kHz and is used by
electric utility com-
panies to control their
equipment using the
power lines as trans-

mission lines.
Architecture & Technology

Electric Power travels from the
power plant to our house through
a system called the power
distribution grid. It uses generators,
substations, transformers, power
lines and other distributors that
carry electricity from the power
plant all the way to a plug in our
house. The power generated from
the power plant is distributed to
high-voltage transmission lines
from the transmission substation.
These high-voltage lines are too
noisy and unsuitable for data
transmission. The electricity and
the radio signal used to transmit
data vibrate at certain frequencies.
For efficient data transmission, the
vibration should to be within a

Broadband Access in Home
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dedicated band of radio spectrum
and without any interference from
other sources. But high volts of
electricity do not vibrate at a
consistent frequency and the
amount of power jumps all over the
spectrum and creates all kinds of
interference.  BPL systems manage
this problem by avoiding high-
voltage power lines and drop the
data onto the medium-voltage
power lines.

Electric power is transmitted
across power lines with varying
voltages. The infrastructure is
divided into three regimes:
�High Voltage (HV) - From
generating station to substation
�Medium Voltage (MV) - From
substation to neighborhood
transformer
�Low Voltage (LV) - From
transformer to and within home

The electric power
infrastructure is designed for
maximum safety and redundancy

and hence, it is very heterogeneous
and dynamic in its configuration.
The BPL signal is totally blocked
at the substation and neighborhood
transformer. Success in BPL is
achieved by managing the noise
and attenuation effects of the grid,
and bypassing transformers. The
BPL system connects to the
Internet through fiber. If there is
only a few numbers of homes under
a transformer, the fiber must hook
into the MV regime, and the BPL
signal must bypass the
neighborhood transformer with
inductive coupling.

BPL equipment consist of the
headend at the substation, the
transformer bypass, and the
Customer Premise Equipment
(CPE). On longer MV or LV lines
repeaters may also be used to boost
the signal. The equipments should
meet power distribution safety and
protection requirements.

BPL modems are used to send

BPL Modem connection
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signals over electric power lines,
much like cable and DSL modems.
They are specially designed to
handle the workload of pulling data
out of an electric current. Using
specially developed modulation
techniques and adaptive
algorithms, BPL modems are
capable of handling power line
noise on a wide spectrum. A BPL
modem has the size of a common
power adapter and it plugs into a
common wall socket, and an
Ethernet cable is used for computer
connection. Wireless versions are
also available. Now, state of the art
modulation techniques are
employed for the design of high-
speed modems. The main
techniques are:
�DSSS: Direct Sequence Spread

Spectrum
�FHSS: Frequency Hopping

Spread Spectrum
�OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency

Domain Modulation
Most BPL systems today use

OFDM technology. With OFDM,
more than 1000 number of carriers
are generated. Each of the carriers
is then phase and amplitude
modulated at fixed frame rate. The
result is a multitude of modulated
carriers. The carriers are spaced far
apart to prevent interference with
each other. OFDM technique has
the ability to avoid carriers at
frequencies where there is conflict.

[T S Ajayghosh, C-DAC,
Trivandrum]

( Part II of this article covering

Comparison with other Technologies,

Advantages,  Limitations, Standards,

FCC regulations,   BPL in India,

Future of BPL  etc will appear in next

issue.  -   Editorial Team)

One Early morning a mother went to her sleeping
son and woke him up.

Mom : �Wake up, son. It�s time to go to school.�
Son: �But why, Mama? I don�t want to go to school.�
Mom: �Give me two reasons why you don�t want to

go to school.�
Son: �One, all the children hate me. Two, all the

teachers hate me.�
Mom: �Oh! that�s not a reason. Come on, you have

to go to school.�
Son: �Give me two good reasons �why I should�  go

to school?�
Mom: �One, you are �fifty two� years old and should

understand your responsibilities.
Two, you are the Principal of the school��.
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Horizon

Technologies in

A low cost, low power, optical
communications system using
infrared light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) to communicate point-to-
point, called LightSpeed,  is
undergoing trials at U.S. navy.  This
is   a new short-range communi-
cations device  that would enable
sailors to  talk securely up to two
to  five nautical miles away � just
by looking at each other.

The device uses infrared, as in
a television remote control, to
transmit audio and visual
information. To overcome range
limits, LightSpeed connects to
ordinary binoculars and uses the

optical lenses to amplify the
signals. Then soldiers on either
end can simply plug headphones
and a microphone into their
binoculars to talk to one another.

Out of the right eye there is
an invisible beam that goes out
and if the user on the other side
has a similar device he will be able
to talk to you or pass data.

LightSpeed offers a more
secure channel than radio or
lasers, and one  can talk freely
without any one else knowing.

The technology was first
developed for  file-sharing in some
laptop computers during the
1990s, but never caught on

because it requires line of sight and
is short-range.

 The device, easily attachable to
binoculars,  allow transmission of
digital voice   for communication
between ships at sea and platforms
in the air and on the ground.
LightSpeed operates outside the
radio frequency spectrum and has
essentially unlimited bandwidth. It
can be attached to any optical
device and offers simultaneous
voice and data transmission; eye-
safe, secure communication; and
an ultimate range up to the
horizon. These benefits could
outweigh limiting factors such as
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Scientists of National Taiwan
University�s Institute and
Department of Animal Science
and Technology, have successfully
bred three male transgenic pigs
which glow fluorescent green in the
dark, paving way for a
breakthrough in human stem
cell research, as it is generally
believed that physically,  pigs
are among the animals which
are most similar to human
beings.

The team from Taiwan,
where the world�s first
genetically engineered
fluorescent fish were created in
2003, injected a protein extracted
from jelly fish into the nucleus of a
pig embryo to breed these pigs.

It is hoped that the pigs would
eventually enable researchers to
trace the development of tissues
when stem cells are used to repair
damaged organs, according to

Professor Wu Shinn-Chih of the
Institute

�There are partially fluorescent
green pigs elsewhere, but ours are
the only ones in the world that are
green from inside out. Even their

hearts and internal organs are
green,� Wu said.

The transgenic pigs, commonly
used to study human diseases,
would help researchers monitor
and trace changes of the tissues
during the physical development,
Wu added.

To  Boost  Stem Cell Research

necessity of maintaining line of
sight and degraded performance in
dense fog.

Initial applications will focus on
vessel boarding search and seizure
communications to pass biometric
data back to ship, as well as ship
communications during �radio
blackout� situations. LightSpeed

technology is also being considered
for submarine communications
with aircraft, explosive ordnance
disposal communications,
unassisted UAV landing/
surveillance, flight deck personnel/
asset tracking and
communications, and convoy
communications.
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Books Scan

�Risk Management for Computer Security�
Protecting Your Network and Information Assets

Book by: Andy Jones and Debi Ashenden
Published by: Elsevier Butterworth � Heinemann

Information security is one of
the fastest  growing professions in
the world today. With Internet
becoming a sought after method of
conducting business, operating
within a global business
environment, often with a virtual
work force,  a number of problems,
never before experienced,  are
getting introduced into the
working environment.

Those responsible for risk
management, particularly in the IT
arena,  are faced with both a
dynamic business environment
that they must understand and
support, as well as a greater number
of increasingly sophisticated threats
and attacks against corporate
assets.  Worst case scenarios
include threats from management
and employees who no longer are
loyal to the organisation. Often,
threats can include hostile nations,
terrorists, criminals, hackers, and
competitors who seek to steel

information or assets.
The authors present an up-to-

date, holistic approach to risk
assessment, starting from the
fundamental elements that make
up a superior  risk management
programme. Then they go on to
provide an integrated �how to�
approach  for forming  and
implementing a corporate IT risk
assessment programme.

Contents:
� Introduction to Risk

Management
�The Threat Assessment Process
�Vulnerability Issues like

Operating System and
Application Vulnerabilities

�The Risk Process
�Types of Risk Assessment
�Qualitative and Quantitative

Risk Assessment
�Tools and Techniques
�Future Directions in Risk

Management

Success is the progressive realization of a
worthy goal

- Earl Nightingale
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�Genetically Modified Foods�
Debating Biotechnology

Book by: Michael Ruse and David Castle
Published by: Prometheus Books

Insufficient vitamin A  in our
diet can lead to a wide range of
ailments like impaired vision,
diarrhoea etc.  The lack of this
essential component   in food leads
to widespread misery. In South East
Asia alone over 70% of the
children under five are afflicted
and if everyone got the required
amount, then every year nearly 2
million deaths of young people in
these  countries could be
prevented.  Rice, the diet of world�s
half of the population, contains no
vitamin A, unlike many vegetables.
The new idea to circumvent this is
to take genes from plants that
produce provitamin A, a pre-cursor
to vitamin A, and to insert them
into rice, so that then everyone will
stand a  chance to get enough
vitamin A. Some researchers are
working on using daffodils  as one
of the sources of required genes  to
produce � golden rice.�  However,
Greenpeace activists and genetic
engineering industry personnel
have differing views about the
efficacy of  �golden rice� in

addressing vitamin A deficiency
issues. The book presents insights
into several such topics.
Contents:
�History and Science of

Genetically Modified Foods
�Ethical Concerns in Agriculture
�Reaction of the Religious

Community to Genetic
Manipulation

�Labelling of GM Foods
�Legal Questions posed by GM

Foods
�Food Safety (including allergy

issue)
�Risk Assessment and the

Public�s Perception
�The Precautionary Principle
�Impact of GM Food Crops in

Developing Countries
�Environmental Impact  of  this

Technology
 The book contains 35 essays

written by experts in the fields of
bioscience, law, religion,  public
policy and international
relationships. They look at the
benefits and drawbacks  of altering
the genetic make up  of our food.
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Journals Scan

FORTUNE

March 20, 2006. Vol. 153. No.5

Con-

tents:
� I n s i d e

the G r e a t
Firewall of China � The battle for
the control of the Internet

The Great Firewall of China is
managed by nine state licensed
Internet-access providers  that use
technology and an army of  censors
to patrol the gateway between
China and  the rest of the world.
�How I Work � Eleven super-

achievers like CEO  of Renault and
Nissan, Chairman of Starbucks, VP
of Google, Chairman. President
and CEO of Procter & Gamble,
and others talk about their secrets
of greatness.
� Infosys U � The Indian

software major spends on an
average $5,000 per fresher for
training.
�Making your Work Work for

You � How peak performers have
figured it out for themselves.

IEEE Spectrum - April 2006

The Magazine of  Technology Insiders

Contents:
�Top 10 Tech Cars
 Two technologies are  battling

for the halo in automobile
landscape. In one corner, the
Japanese and U.S. Cos with hybrid
cars. In the other, European
makers, with decades of experience
in light-duty diesel engines.
�Telephony�s Next Act
There are about 1 billion land

phones and 2 billion mobile phones
in the world.    Moving from circuit-
switched  networks to networks
based on open protocols based on
Voice-over Internet Protocol will

be  the biggest challenge phone
systems have ever faced. It is
happening.
�Smart sensors
Today sensors play a pivotal role

in every facet of human activity -
at home, office or factory. A new
standard (IEEE 1451.4) for
analogue sensors is in the offing.
�Drowning in Sound
As the oceans go noisier with

military sonar and other  gadgets,
threat to marine life is looming
large. Whales and other ocean
creatures may be bodily harmed by
intense sound, it is observed.
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General

Tess was a precocious eight-
year-old when she heard her Mom
and Dad talking about her little
brother, Andrew. All she knew was
that he was very sick and they were
completely out of money. They
were moving to an apartment
complex next month because
Daddy didn't have the money for
the doctor bills and their house
payment. Only a very costly surgery
could save him now and it was
looking like there was no one to
lend them the money. She heard
Daddy say to her tearful mother
with whispered desperation, "Only
a miracle can save him now."

    Tess went to her bedroom
and pulled a glass jelly jar from its
hiding place in the closet. She
poured all the change out on the
floor and counted it carefully. The
total had to be exactly perfect � no
room here for mistakes.  Carefully
placing the coins back in the jar
and twisting on the cap, she slipped
out the back door and made her
way six blocks to a Rexall Drug
Store with the big red Indian Chief
sign above the door.  She waited
patiently for the pharmacist to give
her some attention, but he was
intently talking to another man
and couldn't be bothered by an
eight year old at the moment.  Tess
twisted her feet to make a scuffing
noise.   Nothing. She cleared her
throat with the most disgusting
sound she could muster. No good.
Finally she took a quarter from her
jar and banged it on the glass
counter. That did it!  "And what
do you want?" the pharmacist asked
in an annoyed tone of voice.  "I'm
talking to my brother from

Chicago.  We haven't seen
each other in ages," he said,
without waiting for a reply to

his question.
    "Well, I want to talk to you

about my brother," Tess answered
back in the same annoyed tone.
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"He's really, really sick and I want
to buy a miracle."  "I beg your
pardon?" said the pharmacist. "His
name is Andrew and he has
something bad growing inside his
head and my Daddy says only a
miracle can save him now. So how
much does a miracle cost?" ��We
don't sell miracles here, little girl.
I'm sorry but I can't help you" the
pharmacist said, softening his tone
a little.  "Listen, I have the money
to pay for it. If it isn't enough, I'll
get the rest somehow. Just tell me
how much it costs." The
pharmacist's brother was a well
dressed man.  He stooped down
and asked the little girl, "What kind
of a miracle does your brother
need?"  "I don't know," Tess replied
with her eyes welling up. "I just
know he's really sick and Mommy
says he needs an operation. But my
Daddy can't pay for it, so I want to
use my money."  "How much do you
have?" asked the man from
Chicago. "One dollar and eleven
cents," Tess answered barely.  �And
it's all the money I have, but I'll get

some more if I need to"  "Well, what
a coincidence," smiled the man. "A
dollar and eleven cents � the exact
price of a miracle for little
brothers."

He took her money in one hand
and with the other hand he grasped
her mitten and said, "Take me to
where you live. I want to see your
brother and meet your parents.
Let's see if I have the kind of
miracle you need."  That well
dressed man was Dr. Carlton
Armstrong, a surgeon specializing
in neuro-surgery. The operation
was completed without charge
(except for the one dollar and
eleven cents, of course) and it
wasn't long until Andrew was home
again and doing well. Mom and
Dad were happily talking about the
chain of events that had led them
to this place.  "That surgery," her
mom whispered, "was a real
miracle.  I wonder how much it
would have cost?"  Tess smiled.

She knew exactly how much a
miracle costs...one dollar and
eleven cents.

50 Years of Marriage
A couple goes out to dinner to celebrate their 50th wedding

anniversary. On the way home, she notices   tear drops in his eye
and asks if he�s getting sentimental because they�re celebrating
50 wonderful years together. He replies, �No I was thinking about
the time before we got married. Your father threatened me with
a shotgun and said he�d have me thrown in jail for 50 years if I
didn�t marry you. Tomorrow I would�ve been a free man!�
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Imagine you�re in London�s
Heathrow Airport. While you�re
waiting for your flight, you notice
a kiosk selling cookies.

You buy a box, put them in your
travelling bag and then you
patiently search for a vacant seat
so you can sit down and enjoy your
cookies. Finally you find a seat next
to a gentleman. You reach down
into your travelling bag and pull out
your box of cookies. As you do so,
you notice that the gentleman
starts watching you intensely. He
stares as you open the box and his
eyes follow your hand as you pick
up the cookie and bring it to your
mouth.

Just then he reaches over and
takes one of your cookies from the
box, and eats it! You�re more than
a little surprised at this. Actually,
you�re at a loss for words. Not only
does he take one cookie, but he
alternates with you. For every one
cookie you take, he takes one.

Now, what�s your immediate
impression of this guy? Crazy?
Greedy? He�s got some nerve?! Can
you imagine the words you might
use to describe this man to your
associates back at the office?

Meanwhile, you both continue
eating the cookies until there�s just
one left. To your surprise, the man

reaches over and takes it. But then
he does something unexpected. He
breaks it in half, and gives half to
you.

After he�s finished with his half
he gets up, and without a word, he
leaves. You think to yourself, �Do
this really happen?� You�re left
sitting there dumbfounded and still
hungry.

So you go back to the kiosk and
buy another box of cookies. You
then return to your seat and begin
opening your new box of cookies
when you glance down into your
traveling bag.

Sitting there in your bag is your
original box of cookies � still
unopened.

Only then do you realize that
when you reached down earlier,
you had reached into the other
man�s bag, and grabbed his box of
cookies by mistake.

Now what do you think of the
man? Generous? Tolerant? You�ve
just experienced a profound
paradigm shift. You�re seeing things
from a new point of view. Is it time
to change your point of view?

Now, think of this story as it
relates to your life. Seeing things
from a new point of view can be
very enlightening.
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-Enjoy Fragrances  Matching
the Scenes

So far we have been able to
enjoy only the visual scenes and
sounds in a movie theatre. Now a
third  feeling  is also being added
to the movie - the smell relevant
to what is shown on screen.

In Japan,  two movie theaters
started offering the world�s first
movie  with    seven different  smells
synchronized to  the scenes of the
film ''The New World''. The viewers
get the feeling that they are really
in a natural setting � A forest scene
giving the smell of woods,   a garden
or love scene with scent of  flowers,
a mix of peppermint and rosemary
during a sad portion of the film.

The scene-matching fragrance
facility, however,  is available only
in some selected area of the theatre
provided with a special machine
containing fragrant liquids   -  at
the back, 33 �aroma seats� of  a total
of  470 seats.

The technology, computerized
fragrance system, was developed by
NTT Communications of  Japan.
Movie theatres will be able to
download scent sequences for the
films from the Internet  site  of
NTT, which offers the service to
theatres. The company is also
offering a similar service to homes
in Japan, at a cost of US$620  for
the home version.

Tech Brief
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Triple play services is  a
marketing term that refers to
bundled offerings of Television
(regular broadcasts  or video-on-
demand), telephone service and
high speed Internet service  over a
single broadband connection.
Triple play services are offered by
cable  operators as well as by
telecom operators.

 According to a new study by
the ABI Research, some operators
believe that adding a fourth
element, wireless, will improve the
equation still further. Subsequently
Triple Play has led to the term
�Quadruple Play�  where wireless
communications is introduced as
another media to deliver video,
Internet and voice content.

Advances in third and fourth
generation communication
technologies allow the service
operators to enter into Quadruple
Play and gain competitive
advantage against other providers.
The grouping together of services
(as triple or quadruple play) is
called �Multiplay�.

Network consolidation for
triple and quadruple-play services
may reduce operational costs, but
it brings new challenges as well. Its
three layers of management  -
traffic control, equipment control,
and administration/billing - all
have to work together and be
interoperable. For this
development of standards seems
highly essential.

India�s software and IT-
enabled services exports shot up
by 36% to clock revenues of over
Rs 100,000 crores (nearly $22
billion) in 2005-2006, riding on
the success on global delivery
model, strong human resource
and robust expansion plans. The
highest exports by STPI registered
units were from the state of
Karnataka at Rs 37,000 crores,
showing a growth rate of 34%.
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[This  column aims to   bring out   original and creative ideas from readers

to be considered by  R&D personnel or Entrepreneurs for development as

products, systems or services for the benefit of the society. Simplicity of operation,

usage of minimum resources � materials, energy, human effort etc - and speedy

conversion from concept to market should be kept in focus by those proposing

original ideas. In case some of the ideas appearing under this column have

already been implemented, the details may kindly be notified  to us by the

readers for the benefit of others. Please mail to: ntnair@dataone.in]

�A two part wireless gadget to
prevent theft of an  article  like  a
suitcase  or mobile. The main unit
to be kept inside the suitcase or
attached to the mobile with a
setting like 2 metres range. The
other small part is to be kept on
the body, as part of a chain or in
pocket. During an overnight train
journey, if  someone is trying to
remove the suitcase from under the
berth, the wireless unit on the body
will alert you � before the it is
removed away from the preset
distance of say, 2 metres. Multiple
units facility to take care of more
suitcases or mobiles   also will be
welcome.    [Idea by: NT]
�Camera capable of catching

also what is  inside  a person�s mind,
while taking a photo in the normal
way.
�Father talks from the heaven
 When a person is alive, his

voice characteristics � tone,
phonem etc. �  are captured and
stored  in a PC, as part of a software
application. After his death, it

should be possible to pass on any
new text  to this  system so that it
is spoken back as if it is coming from
the person if he were living even
today. e.g.

�My son, I am proud of your
achievement. I am sure that more
and more of such unique
distinctions will be  reaching you.�
�A wearable device capable of
sensing and warning  the proximity
of people having any  infectious
disease, when we are in a crowd.

[Ideas by: CGS]
�Lie-detector for daily use - A

gadget, the size of a pen  which can
alert the user when someone tells
a lie to us. The device (hidden in
pocket or so ) can be configured or
tuned by pressing a button when
the other person says his name and
other details about which we are
sure. When lies are told, it should
be detected by the device from the
change in tone.

[Idea by: Mohan, Singapore]
[More ideas in back issues]
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For Narrow Streets and Easy Parking

A tiny, sleek   car that could
help solve city congestion has been
demonstrated by researchers at the
University of Bath. The  idea was
to try to marry the small size and
efficiency of a motorcycle with the
comfort and safety of a standard
car.  The prototype Clever
(Compact Low Emission Vehicle
for Urban Transport) car is one
metre wide and less
polluting than normal
vehicles. Capable of
running at  a top
speed of 100 km/h
(60mph), the car
uses a novel tilting
chassis to make it safe
and manoeuvrable.
The three wheeled
vehicle runs on
natural gas and
consumes 2.5 litres of
fuel per 100 kilometres. The traffic-
busting two-seater, built partly in
UK,   is the result of a 40-month,
£1.5m EU-funded research project,
involving researchers from nine
European countries and  backed by
BMW.

Clever is a compact low
emission vehicle for urban
transport. This easy to park,

streamlined car  can transport a
driver and  one passenger seated
in the back. The most striking
feature is the way the chassis tilts
like a motorcycle as the vehicle
goes around a corner. The tilt
system, designed by the engineers
at Bath, is controlled electronically
to make sure the car is balanced at
all speeds. The body is enclosed in

an aluminium frame and plastic
coating.   The vehicle emits about
a third as much carbon dioxide as
conventional family cars  and takes
seven seconds to get from 0-
40mph.

 �Clever� is expected to be  on
the streets of London, Paris and
Rome within five years at a
purchase price of as little as £5,000.

News Scan
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In Forthcoming Issues

� Podcasting- ipodes evolving from mere music playing to
podcasting- Catering to areas like education, networking, online
dating etc.
� Ion Engine � The engine of the future for interplanetary

exploration and travel
� Real Time Operating Systems(RTOS) � Powering the

embedded systems
� The Changing  Face of  Banking � The technologies in action
� Hydrogen Economy  � Hydrogen, a clean and sustainable

form of energy, useable  in mobile and stationary applications,
has the potential to be a solution for tomorrow�s energy needs.

Each article in  Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL) is condensed
from a vast resource base and is presented in extremely concise form.
But, often there will be a need to learn more about them for various
purposes � study, business, teaching etc.   Readers are welcome to
contact EKL for in-depth information on  topics covered in our issues.

Executive Knowledge Lines, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi Road

Trivandrum 695 035 Ph: 91 471 5531316 e-mail: ntnair@dataone.in

It was the day of the big sale. Rumours of the sale and
some advertising in the local paper were the main reason for
the long line that formed by 8:30 in the morning in front of
the store. A small man pushed his way to the front of the
line, only to be pushed back, amid loud and colourful curses.

On the man�s second attempt, he was punched square in
the jaw, and knocked around a bit, and then thrown to the
end of the line again. As he got up the second time, he said
to the person at the end of the line, �That does it! If they hit
me one more time, I don�t open the damn store!� [DSR]
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�You do not really understand something unless you can explain it to your

grandmother.�

-Albert Einstein

The Last Word

Effective e-mail    Communication

(Contd.)
Structure

Keep your e-mail clear, so that  it is easier for the recipient to read it.

Use the AutoSignature for your internal as well as external e-
mail correspondence. The AutoSignature should contain all
necessary Information, to let the recipient know how he can reach

you.

Security 

Don�t use scanned Signatures. They could be misused.

Be careful with e-mails of unknown origin and of questionable
content. Use electronic signatures when the authenticity of the
sender and the integrity of the contents are of importance.
 
Communication

Mail History should only be forwarded if necessary. The email
might get confusing; include only the necessary text thread in
the forwarding of mails. It is fundamental that e- mails are answered
immediately. Therefore acknowledge the fastness of this medium.

Inform your colleagues and partners about your absence.  This
will help yourself (less incoming mail) and others (faster

Information about reachability).

 
Attachments should be compressed before sending them.
This helps to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted.

(First part of this appeared in EKL Apr.�06 issue)
 [Abhilash G, Robert Bosch, Bangalore]
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